Cisco Certifications Power the Teams of the Future

Be job ready today, tomorrow and beyond with Cisco Certifications. Fuel your career with the new learning portfolio that unlocks possibilities for both network engineers and software developers. You control where to start and how you learn.

Cisco Certification Technician (CCT)
Cisco Certification Technician (CCT)

CCT Collaboration
Required Exam: 100-890 CLTECH

CCT Data Center
Required Exam: 300-215 CBRFIR

CCT Routing and Switching
Required Exam: 200-301 CCNA

Cisco Certified DevNet Associate
Required Exam: 200-901 DEVASC

Cisco Certified CyberOps Associate
Required Exam: 200-201 CBROP

CCNA
Required Exam: 200-301 CCNA

Cisco Certified DevNet Professional
Required Exam: Core exam: 350-901 DEVCOR

Cisco Certified DevNet Associate
Required Exam: Core exam: 350-901 DEVASC

Cisco Certified CyberOps Associate
Required Exam: Core exam: 350-201 CBROPS

Customer Success
Cisco Customer Success Manager
Required Exam: 500-805 CRM

Cisco Renewals Manager
Required Exam: 700-805 CRM

Meraki Solutions Specialist
Required Exam: 500-320 EMS

CCNP Enterprise
Required Exam: Core exam: 350-801 ENCOR

CCNP Collaboration
Required Exam: Core exam: 350-801 CLCOR

CCNP Data Center
Required Exam: Core exam: 350-601 DCCOR

CCNP Security
Required Exam: Core exam: 350-701 SDCOR

CCNP Service Provider
Required Exam: Core exam: 350-501 SPCOR

Cisco Certified CyberOps Professional
Required Exam: Core exam: 350-201 CBROPS

CCIE Enterprise Infrastructure
Required Exam: ENCOR 350-401, CCIE Routing and Switching lab, CCIE Enterprise Infrastructure v1.0 lab

CCIE Enterprise Wireless
Required Exam: ENCOR 350-401, CCIE Wireless v1.0 lab

CCIE Collaboration
Required Exam: CCICR 350-501, CCIE Collaboration v.2.0 lab, CCIE Collaboration v3.0 lab

CCIE Data Center
Required Exam: CCIDR 350-601, CCIE Data Center v2.0 lab, CCIE Data Center v3.0 lab

CCIE Security
Required Exam: SDCORE 350-701, CCIE Security v5.0 lab, CCIE Security v6.0 lab

CCIE Service Provider
Required Exam: SPCCIE 350-501, CCIE Service Provider v6.0 lab, CCIE Service Provider v5.0 lab

This certification is accepted worldwide as the most prestigious certification in the technology industry.

Cisco Renewals Manager
Required Exam: 500-173 PFM/PMI

Cisco and NetApp FlexPod Implementation and Administration Specialist
Required Exam: 500-174 FP/PMI/PIM

Cisco and NetApp FlexPod Design Specialist
Required Exam: 500-172 PRO/PSI

Cisco Unified Contact Center Enterprise Specialist
Required Exam: 500-440 UCCED, 500-450 UCCES

Cisco Customer Success Manager
Required Exam: 520-825 CSR

CCIE Enterprise Infrastructure
Required Exam: ENCOR 350-401, CCIE Routing and Switching lab, CCIE Enterprise Infrastructure v1.0 lab

CCIE Enterprise Wireless
Required Exam: ENCOR 350-401, CCIE Wireless v1.0 lab

CCIE Collaboration
Required Exam: CCICR 350-501, CCIE Collaboration v.2.0 lab, CCIE Collaboration v3.0 lab

CCIE Data Center
Required Exam: CCIDR 350-601, CCIE Data Center v2.0 lab, CCIE Data Center v3.0 lab

CCIE Security
Required Exam: SDCORE 350-701, CCIE Security v5.0 lab, CCIE Security v6.0 lab

CCIE Service Provider
Required Exam: SPCCIE 350-501, CCIE Service Provider v6.0 lab, CCIE Service Provider v5.0 lab

Make the Next Move

Our updated training and certification program offers a direct route to your technology career aspirations. To learn more about Cisco Certifications training and exam requirements, visit www.cisco.com/go/continuingeducation.

No prerequisites, start where you want
Every professional-level exam now earns a Specialist certification

Continuing education options for all levels:
www.cisco.com/go/continuingeducation

Online testing available:
www.cisco.com/go/onlinetesting
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